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Minutes of the Local Governing Body meeting 

5 pm, Thursday 23
rd

 March 2017 
 

AGENDA ITEM       ACTION 

Present: Sharon Marshall (Ht), Pat Glover (PG), Alison Homa (AH), Andrew Bailey (AB, left @5.45), Emma Stratton 
(ES), John Swan (JS), Nick Beesly (By, left @ 7.35), Belinda Barten (BB, left @ 6.30), Dan Turton (DT, left @ 6 pm), 
Colin Turner (CT), Sue Tod (Td, left @ 7.15), Laura Nias (Clerk, Ns)  

Apologies: Colin Turner Absent but no apologies: Ian Newell 

Impact Report –  

 RAISE training, Paul Roberts 

 Terms of Reference are being refined with use 

 Parental review responses will come to governors 

 AH introduced training for governors’ new system 

 Managing workload for governors; helicopter view of reports to be trialled. 

 Strategic development of governors to be discussed  

 ES and DA had offered emails as contact for parents. 
 
Referring to Directors – n/a 
 

 

1. Training 
Paul Roberts delivered training on RAISE online. 
 

 
 

2. Opening Items (PG) 
Ian Stuart was welcomed to the meeting as a visitor, having expressed an interest in 
returning to governance after a four year break.  Secondly Val Gates was welcomed as 
a visitor, also interested in becoming a governor. At present the positions available were 
Associate Governors.   

 PG explained the challenging climate in which schools are required to operate, 
adapting to government policy, particularly with regards to finances.  The school took 
a positive view of what it was able to do, recognising what was good whilst 
challenging the leadership.   

 Thank you letters had today been sent to a number of staff in acknowledgement of 
their hard work in specific areas.  A card had also gone to all staff in recognition of 
how everybody had managed with the current accommodation restrictions in school, 
especially over the winter.   

Declarations – none. 
Confidentiality – some content of meetings was confidential.  Part I minutes were 
published on the school website.  Governors were requested to assume that staff did not 
know about the meeting content rather than assuming that they would.     
Approval of previous minutes – the minutes of the meeting held on 15

th
 December were 

approved.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ns to arrange 
publication of minutes 
on the school website. 

3. Recommendations and Decisions from Portfolio Reports and Questions (PG)    
SIMG (PG) – The layout of this report was welcomed by governors; other reports were 
also meant to contain questions and answers raised at the meetings.  Progress in 
troubled year groups, 7 and 9 were looked at.   
SEN and Safeguarding (PG) 
Social Media policy – the policy was adopted.   
Internet safety policy – the policy was adopted.  The school had been commended for 
allowing and managing the use of mobile phones in school, and for the way information 
consequently comes to light and could be used to support local need.  
JS had read about a company that looked at internet traffic within schools to monitor 
malicious incoming traffic and use of the school system.  Did this need to be covered by 
school policy?  Ht had been advised that the school security was appropriate.  
Attendance figures had taken a dip partly due to sickness and partly to holidays in term 

 

 Other portfolio groups 
to use same layout. 
 
 

 Ns to update policy 
records. 

 
 
 
 
 

 Ht to check with Hi. 
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time although it wasn’t known what % was due to holidays.  Attendance figures were 
rising again now.    
Curriculum & Christian Distinctiveness  - nothing raised. 
Finance  
(JS) publicity had been massively overspent by £863 but that hadn’t been raised at the 
community group.  Where was the overspend?   
Additional spending had been incurred because the prospectus inserts had been 
photocopied in colour rather than black and white. 
(DA) were there any plans for commercial aspects with regards to the new building? 
Reviewing the lettings policy had been postponed until the new sports hall was open.  
The real dilemma was allowing the community to use the facilities at an appropriate rate 
to generate revenue, but not pricing them out by raising the rates too much.  No profit 
was made out of lettings at present but this could be changed with the new school 
facilities.  DA knew of a lot of schools making significant funds in this way. 
(By) was it right that the old multi gym equipment was being put into the new school?  
The old equipment would be moving into the new building and local groups had offered 
to help fundraise for new equipment.   
(DA) had all revenue avenues been considered? Catering for events worked 
successfully for other schools and generated revenue.  The new hall would 
accommodate vastly more people than other venues locally.  A strategy was required.   
Personnel  
JS had taken over as chair from PG following the decision made by Directors about 
chairing portfolio groups.  The group was always looking at key personnel, appointing 
and keeping staff.  Ht explained the new senior staff structure which would be in place 
for September, the reasons for which had been discussed at the portfolio meeting. 
The SLT were pleased with the new Head of Sixth Form appointment for September. 
(Td) Part of Judith Larrington’s role was HR linked; who would be doing that instead? 
Other staff would be trained to carry out first stage absence meetings with later stage 
meetings remaining with Ht. 
 
The meeting went into part II. 
 
PG thanked Ht for managing with such high levels of absence amongst the senior team 
recently.  Middle Leaders and other staff had helped out.  
Absence and cover protocol – (PG) did the 3 tier system of where to leave work, actually 
work? By believed so because if cover staff don’t find the work in the main place, they 
know where to look next.  Sometimes there were complaints about the quality of work 
left.  Staff tended to support one another and set cover if an absent colleague was 
unable to. The policy was adopted. 
Premises  - nothing raised. 
Community - PG had an interest in how the new library would be different, fitting the 
changing climate and serving the community.  What use will be made of everything 
associated with the library?  The group would take on this question. 
Within a recent student voice exercise, students had pointed out their enjoyment of the 
library because of a recent introduction of word based games and this could continue.  
(By) could a memorial of some sort be arranged in memory of Linda Walters who had 
worked at the school for 38 years then become ill a few weeks after retiring?   
This had already been thought about with a view to doing something in the new building.  
The decision made not to do anything in the old school building.  
(AH) would there be a prayer room in the new school?   
There were certainly a number of small rooms which hadn’t yet been labelled. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Lettings policy to be 
reviewed at next 
round of portfolio 
meetings. 

 Lettings/commercial 
strategy required for 
new school building. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ns to update policy 
records. 

 
 
 
 

 Community group to 
manage the library 
question.   

 
 
 

4. Main Focus and Questions (PG) 
i) Chairing of Portfolio Groups  - Directors had agreed LGB governors could now chair 
the meetings.     
ii) SIAMS report – Section 48 was the SIAMS inspection.  Ofsted inspections were 
separate but did have parity of esteem with SIAMS inspections.  Ofsted would pick up 
on any issues raised in a SIAMS inspection which for Ilfracombe were to do with 
succession planning for collective worship.  SMSC (social, moral, spiritual and cultural) 
impact was another area raised and a statement had now been put in place to resolve 
any outstanding issues.   
DR had been on the Diocese new governor training as a Foundation governor.  Having 
already had the SIAMS inspection she hadn’t learnt much from the course but the 
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meeting had referred to Ilfracombe a number of times to make an example of the 
positive report. 
iii) Ofsted – governors were asked to see pages 6 and 7 of the spring term Governor 
magazine to think about what they were already doing from the list of ‘Seven Cs’ and Six 
features of effective governance.   
iv) Governor review update – the review had taken place at the start of January and 
governors had received copies of the report drawn up by Babcock.  Copies of the latest 
action plan were circulated. 
(JS) what had changed between red and orange with regards to the Scheme of 
Delegation? 
SS was looking at this with Michelmores and the Diocese and the terms of reference for 
portfolio groups had now been written; hence moving the rating to orange.  JS was 
concerned that the TofRs didn’t direct to specific areas but agreed to take a further look 
as Ns pointed out each TofR had a specific list of responsibilities shown.  The TofRs 
were a starting point to work with and amend as necessary.  Ht suggested standing 
items be added into the TofRs if that would be helpful.  Ns explained that the Babcock 
annual cycle items had also been added at the bottom of each TofR with a view to the 
group working through that list over the course of each year.   
Parental Engagement – PG explained the review had challenged whether governors 
knew what parents were actually saying through parental questionnaires hence deciding 
to assign a governor to receive the questionnaires.  The school was sending out a letter 
soon with another questionnaire included for completion and return.  If responses went 
to Ns, governors could receive them.   
(Td) could an online survey be done instead?  VG pointed out the need to avoid 
duplication between Survey Monkey and paper questionnaires. With regards to access 
to IT at home, it was felt that most families had access to the internet, but not always on 
a computer.  DA knew from experience that often families thought to perhaps not have 
computer access, normally did. 
Governor email addresses – DA and ES agreed to receive emails direct from parents 
and act as a conduit to pass queries onto senior staff or middle leaders or portfolio 
groups.  ES/DA would send a holding email to acknowledge receipt. 
Succession planning – Directors had last week agreed to extend governor terms of 
office about to expire, until the end of the academic year in line with the planned MAT 
merger.  
 

 
 

 Next meeting to revisit 
these articles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Governor email 
address to be made 
available to parents. 

 

 Ns to follow up. 
 

5. Matters Arising (PG) 
i) Following subject progression – PG suggested governors look at SISRA to track 
progress of a particular department.  A few governors were waiting for SISRA training 
following postponement at an LGB meeting earlier in the year.  Ht explained the two 
options; a presentation at the next LGB meeting or one to one training with a member of 
the data team.  PG suggested a group session first with individual follow ups on request.   
ii) Governor emails – the school governor email addresses were now being used 
successfully although a couple of governors were having problems accessing the school 
calendar.  This would be looked at following the meeting. 
iii) Governor Code of Conduct  - this was circulated and signed by all governors present.  
The document had been agreed at the previous meeting. 
iv) Use of suggestion box  
By had reminded staff earlier in the week and had received some suggestions by email 
rather than via the suggestions box.   

 Internal Suspension was housed in a very small room at present with a shortage of 
staff to supervise.  The room was proving to be less of a sanction and more of an 
appealing place to be.  What could be done? 

Ht couldn’t think of any alternative location for the room to be rehoused as the provision 
needed to be in Student Services.  Graham Hill would be looking at a lunchtime rota for 
the room and investigating adding a TA or pastoral staff member at lunchtime.  Ht 
disagreed that children wanted to go into the room.  There was also an issue with work 
not having been set and this had been addressed by ordering proper resources for use 
when no work had been set.   
(VG) was this an interim problem?   
The facility had moved into a much smaller space as part of the building interim 
measures so yes. 

 Costs and photocopying – there had recently been a lot of colour copying at a 
house meeting much of which had not been used.  

 
 

 Ns to arrange SISRA 
training at next 
meeting with Ht. 
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New machines installed today had tighter access controls. 

 Would attendance still be bought in from Babcock?   
Yes because nobody else had the expertise. 

 Displaying dpt results on the September training day made for a very uncomfortable 
start to term.  Was it actually necessary? By could find out if the person was willing 
to be identified in order to answer the suggestion properly.   

Ht confirmed that no staff names or groups were listed within the presentation on the 
first day back in September, only subjects, although there may be some subjects with 
only one group.  The purpose of the meeting was always to look at what had happened 
with results and what needed to be tackled in the new year.  Missing out a subject would 
be equally revealing.  By agreed to find out more and would suggest the person talks to 
their line manager or to Ht.   

 Use of staff for emergency cover – a member of staff had been taken several times 
for emergency cover but in reality it turned out the cover had been for pre planned 
absences.  There was concern about losing PPA time etc.   

If supply staff had been brought into cover sickness on any day, internal staff may have 
been swapped over and used for pre planned absences rather than the sickness.  On 
occasions no supply could be found.   Ht explained that the school was hoping to cut 
one period from all full timetables next year and was considering explaining this to the 
unions alongside the fact that the change may lead to needing to use staff for rarely 
cover more often.  Governors had previously agreed that time lost due to extended 
tutorials could be taken back as time in the summer.  By suspected he hadn’t fed this 
back to staff as the contributor wasn’t aware.  PG suggested collating cover figures as a 
% of teaching staff, cover supervisors and supply staff, to see if any staff members had 
been unfairly hit.   

 Another staff member had suggested By give examples to staff of the sort of thing 
staff make suggestions about.  This would be covered by By emailing out the 
responses as agreed above.  

By to remind staff they can invite governors in to events; talks, shows etc. 
v) Fundraising ideas  - Td suggested the parent forum set themselves up as a registered 
charity so that grants etc could be applied for.   One Ilfracombe had access to 
‘Grantfinder’ software which looked for grants that could be applied depending on the 
criteria.  CiC (Community Interest Company) status also means grants can be applied 
for and is less complicated than charity status. Td agreed to look into the CiC option.  
PG asked if somebody could visit from One Iflracombe and meet with parents about 
charity status etc, or with somebody at the school?  VG suggested inviting Hannah 
McDonald.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 By to follow up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ns to request an 
analysis of the figures. 
 

 

 By to email all staff 
with list of example 
suggestions and the 
responses. 

 
 
 
 

 Item to be revisited at 
next LGB meeting. 

 

6. Training for Governors (PG) 
i) Developing the role of Vice Chair (AH)  - AH explained she had compiled a large 
spreadsheet based on governor names, contact details, terms of office dates, and 
training undertaken over the last 4 years both external and internal.  Documents from 
internal training will be accessible on the governor area of the school website which is 
private.  AH urged all governors to book onto Babcock training listed in the latest 
Governor magazine.  PG and AH will use the collated information to manage succession 
planning within the LGB.  Being able to demonstrate management of training was key 
for Ofsted. 
ii) Ensuring Good Governance (JS)   
JS had attended this course recently.  Delegates had been required to discuss material 
rather than be guided through the vast amount of information governors were facing.  JS 
reported that many governors present were anxious about being called in to speak to 
Ofsted inspectors. The course had however started to knit information together and 
when preparing for the LGB meeting, the reading material had made more sense.  
Guidance on which nuggets to focus on at portfolio level would be very welcome.   JS 
believed ‘crystallisation’ was the magic word.  Discussion followed surrounding 
knowledge of governors, where to focus, and use of the SEF as a document all 
governors should be familiar with as they and directors were accountable for student 
education.  
JS requested training on how to tackle the SEF as a governor and Ht offered to provide 
this if governors wished to attend a session.   
DA suggested including a ‘helicopter view’ of a meeting at the top of all minutes. 
Portfolio groups did have delegated responsibilities which only those governors were 

 
 

 AH to clarify whether 
governors had access 
to Gel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 SEF training to be 
provided by Ht. 

 

 Meeting minutes and 
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expected to be familiar with.  SIMG was the exception to this as all governors needed to 
understand the data. 
It was agreed to move the ‘decisions referred to LGB’ and ‘decisions made’ headings of 
each portfolio report to the top. The TofRs should help governors focus in the right areas 
too. 
The second area raised by the course was strategy; how to improve the school, within 
the school improvement plan.  How did the school focus on staff shortages, a crises in a 
particular area? At the governor review PG had been asked what the governor vision 
was and had answered that it was the same as the school; excellence for all.  Did there 
need to be a specific governor strategic vision?  Ht felt this needed to come through the 
portfolio groups as the governing body had to hold the school to account for the 
education of the children.  Standards were key for governors to focus on.  Ht suggested 
portfolio holders meet and discuss this.  JS offered to put something in writing to clarify 
what strategy meant for governors.   
iii) Competency Framework and Matters Arising (pgs 6 & 7 from Governor magazine)  
JS to take a lead as this item fits into ii above. 
 

portfolio reports to 
contain ‘helicopter 
view’ points at the 
start. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 JS to produce a 
document for the 
following meeting. 

 
 

7. Items from the Annual Cycle (PG) 
i) Review impact of training and identify further need  - covered by the SIMG report. 
ii) 6 monthly review of effectiveness of governance – covered by item 4 iv) and 6.  
 

 
 

8. Regular Items (AH) 
Correspondence – nothing to report. 
Suggestions Box – covered under item 5 iv). 
Impact of meeting on Pupils – (JS) areas of challenge from the meeting were logged as 
fundraising, governor training, collecting parental views electronically, SISRA training.   
Future Dates – the next LGB meeting is taking place on 4

th
 May. 

 
 
 

 
The meeting closed at 7.45 pm. 
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Minutes of the Local Governing Body meeting 

5 pm, Thursday 4
th

 May 2017 
 

AGENDA ITEM       ACTION 

Present: Sharon Marshall (Ht), Pat Glover (PG), Alison Homa (AH), Andrew Bailey (AB), Emma Stratton (ES), John 
Swan (JS), Belinda Barten (BB), Dan Turton (DT, Colin Turner (CT), Dave Addie (DA), Debs Ramsey (DR), Laura Nias 
(Clerk, Ns)  

Apologies: Sue Tod, Nick Beesly, Ian Stuart 
Val Gates had stepped back and would not be 
continuing as an Associate Governor.  
 

Absent but no apologies:  Ian Newell 

Summary review –  

 SEF training and questions to the Headteacher 

 Finances very tight for next year. Portfolio group to continue to consider 
increasing income via lettings and FSM uptake. 

 Heasteacher’s report 

 Governor terms of office extended pending MAT merge  

 Links with community are regarded as extremely valuable but the focus and 
purpose of the academy is for the pupils' education.  Ht was asked to produce 
an audit of community and school involvement  

 Long term strategy and vision for governance: discussion to be continued in 
light of Ofsted report. 6 Features of Effective Governance to be considered.  
 

Referring to Directors – Outdoor education policy needs adopting. 
 

 

1. Training  
Ht delivered training, explaining the SEF to governors.  The document was updated 
following every data progress point, ready for governors to challenge the school.  
Discussion led onto the recent Ofsted inspection. 
(BB) how many parent questionnaires had been completed?  

Over 100 which was a brilliant response.   
(BB) Did inspectors see the SEF? 
Schools upload their documents to their school’s portal after receiving the notification 
phonecall and the SEF was one of the documents.  The team were determined to follow 
the correct process after problems during the previous inspection. 
Ht also explained handouts on Use of Data, outlining the data cycle within the 
improvement plan and SEF, and explaining QA and the self evaluation cycle.  Weekly 
learning walks undertaken by each member of the senior team helped to identify any 
issues emerging with staff or classes.  The book scrutinies had been praised by the 
Ofsted team for the thoroughness and approach taken. 
(BB) How did the SLT ensure all classes were covered by learning walks? 
SLT had these timetabled weekly covering 11 periods between them and findings were 
discussed weekly at SLT meetings.  
(CT) Were book scrutinies targeted? 
A different category of students was looked at each time but staff were not pre-warned.   
One action point arising from the inspection would be that Middle Leaders need to be 
enbled to do their role within this better.  
(DR) Had the school been doing scrutinies before the last inspection also? 
Most of it. The previous inspection had come under a different framework.  Although the 
school had agreed with three of the judgements, the leadership judgment had been 
unfair given data evidence.  The school had refined and improved upon the processes 
since the previous inspection.  
 

 
 

2. Opening Items (PG) 
Governors were informed that the Ofsted inspection last week had been a positive and 
fair experience.  Ht explained confidentially to the meeting what Ofsted had seen.  A 
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handout of notes was provided, to be returned before governors left the meeting.  
Planning would obviously take place in response to the inspection.   
PG had been away at the time but had since thanked staff by sending a card.  
The inspection report would take up to 6 weeks to be published. The inspection had 
taken place in the middle of the new build, just as the sports facilities had opened so the 
timing was very appropriate. 
Declarations – none. 
Confidentiality – the inspection outcome remained confidential until the report was 
published. 
Approval of previous minutes – the minutes of the meeting held on 23

rd
 March were 

approved.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ns to arrange 
publication of minutes 
on the school website. 

3. Recommendations and Decisions from Portfolio Reports and Questions (PG)    
SIMG (PG)  
(BB) What did review, stretch and challenge look like?  
16% of lessons hadn’t shown enough challenge but lesson observations were taking 
place again this term so the figure would be updated. 
(PG) 46% students had been on their expected grade in Yr 11; was there any advance 
on this?   
In a few weeks there would be an update after the next data point. 
For English and Maths the challenge was students not working out of school.  Follow up 
action was in place to address this with telephone calls home by a member of senior 
staff.  Ht agreed to follow up Yr 12 in a similar manner.  
SEN and Safeguarding (PG)  
The report included a trial summary box, following discussions at the last LGB meeting.  
The summary crystallises the meeting and it was agreed this would be used rather than 
the impact report section.  The portfolio holder of each group would add the summary 
box once each report was drafted.    
Curriculum & Christian Distinctiveness (CT) 
The CofE document referred to needed sending to all governors. 
(BB) Were all Yr 10 taking triple science?   
Yes but a decision would be made in Yr 11 as to whether to actually enter the students. 
Finance  (AB) 
Finances were all very tight.  Discussion had taken place around upping the Free School 
Meals intake in order to generate more Pupil Premiun income.  Menus were going to be 
included on the weekly student/parent bulletin.  The meeting had also discussed 
increasing the letting rates and DA was gathering feedback locally, informally.  As a user 
of the facilities, DT agreed rates should be increased.  Flexibility had been discussed 
around dropping the rate for regular users. Finance would discuss this again.   
(CT) Did the school know who was eligible for FSM but hadn’t applied for it?   
Ht had checked an appropriate index to provide an estimate but the school couldn’t ask 
parents who was on what benefits.  Parental support was also an important ingredient 
for student success; some family work patterns required parents to stay away for work 
for periods of time. 
(ES) Were local agencies supporting take up of FSM?   
One had in the past.  The next newsletter could explain the criteria as well as pointing 
out that students don’t have to claim FSM in order for the school to benefit.  Flagging up 
the cashless system without drawing a direct link to FSM would also be beneficial.  The 
queue length would improve in the new building.  DA offered to visit and make 
recommendations about improving the speed of service in the current building.  
 
 
Personnel (PG) 
Exit interviews had been very positive and a joy to do.  BB had amended one question 
to add “how do you think you’ll be remembered by colleagues and students”? to the 
template.  
Premises (AB) 
A new LGB member needed assigning to the group following Nick Beesly’s resignation.  
Mini bus policy – this was adopted following one sentence being amended by the 
Business Manager since the premises meeting.   
Outdoor education policy – this was also recommended for adoption by directors. 
Staff had been asked to continue clearing out in readiness of the move into the new 
building. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ht to follow up with 
SLT. 
 
 

 All portfolio 
holders/note takers to 
be informed; 
‘summary reviews’ in 
place of ‘impact 
report’. 

  Ns to arrange for 
CofE document to be 
circulated. 
 

 Ht to follow up with 
Cressida Ward 

 
 

 Finance portfolio 
group to discuss 
lettings further. 
 
 
 
 

 Ht to follow up with 
Cressida Ward. 

 DA to observe 
catering outlets in 
operation and share 
FSM/menu marketing 
approaches in use 
elsewhere. 

 Ns to update exit i/v 
template. 
 

 LGB member needed 
on premises. 

 
 

 Ns to update policy 
information. 
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The meeting went into part II. 
 
(PG) could any time be found to help staff make time to clear? 
Students had helped when PE moved so that could be an option.  Classrooms would all 
contain a white board, interactive board and notice boards moved across.  HoDs had 
met with Ht and the Business Manager to identify which rooms would move where.  All 
unfixed furniture would be moved; fixed furniture would be replaced including cookers. 
(DA) Had a room been identified for a prayer room and did it have windows? 
A room had but Ht wasn’t sure whether there would be a window.  
Community (JS) 
No meeting had been held due to the Ofsted inspection clashing.  JS reminded the 
meeting the school had agreed to facilitate a tour of the sports block for the town 
council.  JS would liaise with the Business Manager to arrange this.  Other governors 
were welcome to request a tour of the main building which was still being built; these 
were already running on Mondays after school.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 JS to liaise with Julie 
McCarthy. 

 
 

4. Main Focus and Questions (PG) 
i) Headteacher’s Report  - Ofsted had seen the report. 
The report was very comprehensive and there were no questions. 

 
 
 

 

5. Matters Arising (PG) 
i) Absences due to holidays – the overall figure would have been 0.5% higher (95%) if 
the absences taken due to holidays hadn’t been taken.  The EWO believed that for the 
size of the school, the figure was reasonable. 
ii) Lettings/commercial strategy – once there was a clear start date for the new rates, 
part of the strategy would be to advertise the facilities. Timing of this would be important 
– staff and caretakers needed to be fully familiar with the workings of the building first.  
Some areas of the school would be useable independently with discrete access. 
iii) Governor terms of office  - Directors had agreed to extend a group of terms of office 
which ended on 30

th
 April, until the MAT merges. 

iv) Cover statistics  - 3.2% of total cover had been done by teachers internally.  43 
teachers had done some emergency cover and that equated to 1.6 hrs of cover over 1.5 
terms as average.  The maximum emergency cover done by any teacher had been 3.5 
hrs in the 1.5 terms and it was understood that this was in support of exam 
classes/exam support in the department.  It was agreed to put the figures out to staff.  A 
standard teacher had 3 frees a week. It was felt that the levels were low.  No staff had 
been absent during the inspection.  The person who had commented ahead of the 
previous meeting could not be identified so could not be spoken to.   
v) Fundraising ideas  -  DT worked with Hannah McDonald who had been mentioned at 
the previous meeting and offered to follow up this link as per the previous set of minutes.  
vi) Summary reviews on reports and LGB minutes – these would be added to all 
portfolio reports and LGB minutes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Clerk to inform those 
governors affected. 
 
 
 
 

 Ht to publish the 
information to staff as 
appropriate. 
 

 

 DT to report back at 
next meeting. 

6. Training for Governors (PG) 
AH was now analysing the skills audits and was in contact with Cressida Ward about 
adding governor training powerpoints to the school website. 
The school wasn’t subscribed Gel so Ht agreed to investigate Optimus membership for 
governors.  
i) Vision for Governor Strategy  (PG) 
JS spoke to the meeting reminding them that the previous meeting had discussed the 
question of how to examine governor strategy.  Any vision needed a plan.  Did the 
church have a plan for its strategy?  Had governors reviewed what had gone into the 
strategy for becoming a church school? A business plan had actually been in place.  
Governors needed a succession plan for governance. And for senior staff.  JS hadn’t felt 
involved with those plans, as a governor.  
Ht explained there was a plan for SLT succession as Middle Leaders and other staff had 
opportunities to step up to other posts.  JS suggested there should be a 5 yr strategy to 
be reviewed after 3 years. AB felt some of the strategy points fell between LGB and 
directors. 
Ht suggested once the Ofsted report was available, governors could identify action 
areas and link them to the school vision.  The school values were already really 
embedded through the school.  Teaching and learning plans would be focussed around 

 
 
 

 Ht to investigate 
Optimus provision. 
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the values and possibly the 4 areas identified by the CofE.  DR suggested asking the 
church again for governors when there are gaps. 
JS felt the community could be more involved with the school once the new building was 
open.  Ht explained they already were using the building for one off events as well as 
lettings and a Higher Education course.  The school wasn’t ready to open any more 
widely at present but the need for a plan was already being addressed.   
ii) Six Features of Effective Governance/Seven Cs (PG) – it was agreed these would be 
looked at alongside the inspection report, and be a part of the global look at taking 
governance forward. 
In terms of links with the community, discussion took place.  Ht reminded governors that 
the first priority was the children, bringing people in to support their learning rather than 
being about the community first.  Children were at the centre so a careful balance was 
needed.  DT had noticed less of a staff presence in the town compared to years ago.  Ht 
pointed out staff were working hard and achieving better grades compared to years ago. 
Their focus wasn’t being seen in the community; the ethos had shifted and staff were at 
school to invest in teaching the children. Establishing better links could be a healthy 
approach to take, as long as those links served the children.   
Parent attendance at parents’ evenings had shot up with very positive parent survey 
responses too.  The way the community was reached these days was simply different.  
PG suggested an audit of community links rather than relying on perceptions.  Ht would 
itemise the links for the next community meeting.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Item to be revisited at 
next LGB meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ht to prepare for next 
portfolio meeting. 

 
 

7. Items from the Annual Cycle (PG) 
i) Governor allowances policy –  no changes required so the policy could be reviewed in 
another year. 
ii) Achievement focus  - evaluate success and impact of improvement plan/Analysis of 
updated  SEF  - SEF training had taken place today and the recent inspection had 
overtaken the rest of this item. 
iii) Review impact of training and identify further need – covered by AH’s update under 
item 6. 
iv) Data and Assessment update – covered by the SIMG report and Ht report. 
 

 

 Clerk to update policy 
information. 

8. Regular Items (AH) 
Correspondence – nothing to report. 
Suggestions Box – Ht had discussed this with SLT and not found any further action that 
could be taken in response to suggestions.  A replacement suggestion box governor 
needed appointing.   
Future Dates – the next LGB meetings - 8

th
 June and 6

th
 July.  Governors had also been 

invited to the sports hall opening on 25
th
 May. 

 
 

 New suggestions box 
governor needed. 

 Clerk to carry out a 
staff governor election 
process. 

 
 

 
The meeting closed at 7.15 pm. 
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Minutes of the Local Governing Body meeting 

5 pm, Thursday 8
th

 June 2017 
 

AGENDA ITEM       ACTION 

Present: Sharon Marshall (Ht), Pat Glover (PG), Alison Homa (AH), Andrew Bailey (AB), Emma Stratton (ES), John 
Swan (JS), Belinda Barten (BB), Dan Turton (DT, Colin Turner (CT), Dave Addie (DA), Emma Stratton (ES), Sue Tod, 
(Td), Ian Newell (IN), Sean Sweeney (SS), Ian Stuart (IS), Laura Nias (Clerk, Ns)  

Apologies: Debs Ramsey.  
 

Absent but no apologies:  Colin Turner 

Summary review  
1. New build is 3 months ahead of schedule. New term dates have been published to accommodate the move in 
October. 
2. SS gave an update on the position for merging with the Primary MAT. 
3. Draft Improvement Plan was circulated for comments at the next LGB. 
4. Expressions of interest are invited for Chair and Vice Chair .  
Referring to Directors – n/a. 

 

1. Buildings update (pre meeting briefing) 
Ht delivered a briefing to the meeting regarding the latest timescales and moving plans 
for the new build which was 3 months ahead of schedule.  Some of the staff training 
days in 2017/18 needed to be moved to allow for packing and unpacking time in 
October; new term dates had been published. Logistics for the next phase of the build 
affecting the art and DT departments were briefly discussed.   
The sports hall had already opened and after the main build opening there would be a 
further 2 phases before completion. 
   

 
 

2. Opening Items (PG) 
Declarations – none. 
Confidentiality – the usual reminder was issued regarding meeting content. 
Approval of previous minutes – the minutes of the meeting held on 4

th
 May were 

approved.   
 

 
 

 Ns to arrange 
publication of minutes 
on the school website. 

3. Recommendations and Decisions from Portfolio Reports and Questions (PG)    
 
The meeting went part II 
 

 
 
 
 

4. Main Focus and Questions (PG) 
i) Update on the MAT merge  - SS congratulated the school for the ‘Ilfracombe Story’ 
which he felt should be enjoyed with immense pride.  Going forward, the school stood 
alone as an academy and during the inspection, plans had been discussed.  Greater 
support for improvement into the future was required.  Options relating to St 
Christopher’s had been under discussion for some time now.  SS had agreed as chair of 
both the secondary and primary MATs to tidy things up with the primary MAT and leave 
Ilfracombe alone while SIAMS and Ofsted were due.  In discussion with the solicitors, 
the best way forward had been recommended as closing the secondary MAT and merge 
the Academy into the primary one.  SOGG had agreed (diocesan group) and the 
Regional Schools Commissioner already viewed the school as part of St C’s.  The 
disadvantage of this was making it work for September.  From a legal point of view, 
many things were in place; staff would need to be TUPE’d across again.  Now the 
building had come forward suddenly, the timing was tight.  
(IN) – What TUPE plans were in place?  
SS had instructed the Diocese to meet with Ilfracombe and a meeting was scheduled for 
19

th
 June.  Nobody waned to abuse staff goodwill, going through this on top of preparing 

for the move.  SS was clear that if September wasn’t possible for whatever reason then 
this wouldn’t be a problem.  
Ht added that stand alone academies were all required to join networks of schools and 
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had the recent inspection outcome been RI, the RSC would have been pressurising the 
school to act more urgently.  There were no anxieties about joining the church MAT.  
Ilfracombe would be the first secondary school in the MAT with the vision to host 
students in the MAT ages 5-19.  In the longer term it was anticipated additional schools 
would join and eventually Ilfracombe could head up a North Devon hub.   
(JS) Would this solution relieve the pressure to decide a future direction? 
Yes. The school was in a strong position to make decisions so there were options.  Day 
to day the school would continue in the same way as at present. 
(IN) should pros and cons be considered next? 
SS explained this had happened sometime ago and now the Good outcome had 
accelerated making the merge happen.  SS felt very strongly this was the right move for 
the school.  Other trusts in the area were not believed to be appropriate whereas the 
primary MAT had a similar approach to school improvement and ethos. 
(DA) Were any local primaries involved? 
Some were in discussion with the MAT; although the pace of growth was vital to avoid a 
collapse of the MAT.  
(IS) How many church schools were in the primary MAT? 
All but 1 were although the MAT was totally inclusive; it was about whether the trust was 
right for the school.  There were 13 MATs in Exeter containing church schools but they 
weren’t church led.  The academy had joined the Diocese as a community school before 
converting to a church school. Being part of the diocese had put the school in touch with 
a nation wide network.  
(BB) Was there a limit to the number of schools? 
There wasn’t although spreading too wide geographically wasn’t being encouraged. 
(BB) How many Good or Outstanding schools were there in the primary trust? 
6/7 of each and 1 in a category but due to leave the category.  SS explained that most 
trusts were sitting at around 25 schools with larger ones nationally starting to struggle.  
ii) Ofsted report  - The philosophy behind the school improvement plan was explained 
and Ht distributed the draft plan for next year and presented on school improvement 
following the Ofsted inspection and report.  The five features of improving schools, as 
demonstrated by research in the States, were explored in relation to the school.  Middle 
leaders had met and been given the draft improvement plan also.   
IN suggested adding a RAG status to a diagram, on areas being looked at as from 
experience this had proved useful in other sectors. 
(AB) Did the plan incorporate setting targets and milestones? 
It did although national data wasn’t valid at the moment with the new progress measures 
and new GCSEs.  Behaviour and attendance were yet to be added.  Ht intended to ask 
for help from other schools, or somewhere, on how to set targets in the absence of any 
valid statistics.   
SS encouraged governors that schools know their students best so their descriptions of 
expected progress for students should be valid.  All schools were in the position of 
knowing what children were expected to achieve without being able to make national 
comparisons.   
PG had asked for an additional column showing governor involvement/which pf group 
monitors each particular part of the plan.   
Governors needed to attend the next meeting with ideas and thoughts on the plan. Any 
substantial comments were required right away.  SS reminded the meeting that the LGB 
holds the school to account, regardless of which MAT it’s in.  Governors needed to 
become familiar with the new plan. 
A new SIAMS action plan would be drawn up and the SEF amended.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ht to action suggested 
amendments to the 
plan from IN and PG. 

 
 
 

 

5. Matters Arising (PG) 
i) LGB member required for premises portfolio  - It was agreed to ask the new staff 
governor. 
ii) Six features of Effective Governance/Seven Cs -  
iii) Suggestions box co-ordinator required  - Sue Tod agreed to take over this role.  PG 
suggested future suggestions explain what the person has already done about their 
query/who they’ve spoken to. Then the portfolio group dealing with it has more 
information.  It was agreed to produce a pro forma for staff to complete.     
iv) Staff governor election  - in hand with letters being issued tomorrow.  
 

 

 Ns to follow up. 
 

 Td to generate 
suggestions proforma 
and explain to staff. 
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6. Training for Governors (PG) 
The diocesan newsletter had gone out this week with details of training.  JS asked 
whether anybody could attend the strategic planning training on 19

th
 September as he 

was unable to.  IN was interested.  
i) Six features of Effective Governance/Seven Cs  and ii) Vision for Governance for 
future strategy  
PG had produced a draft vision and strategy for governors to comment on.  Ht 
suggested publishing this with the improvement plan to all staff.   
(JS) In the context of the MAT, was the LGB empowered to do this?   
Governors were and there was a governor handbook for the primary trust governors to 
use. 

 
 

 IN to confirm 
availability. 

 
 

 Document to be 
published to staff with 
the new improvement 
plan. 

 
 

7. Items from the Annual Cycle (PG) 
i) Expressions of interest for Chair/Vice Chair – Expressions of interest were needed 
before the next meeting with a written brief for governors to use if a vote was required.   
ii) Receive final SIP report for the year – Due to the Ofsted inspection in April, the SIP 
hadn’t been asked to visit this term.  Other ways of using his remaining time were being 
considered and would be booked before the end of term. 
iii) Review and rest vision for the year; celebrate success – done! 
iv) Six monthly review of effectiveness of governance and governor training impact – 
Nothing big for changes was flagged up in the Ofsted report.  The school needed to 
keep on keeping on and not sit back and slide.  Staff had been informed that they should 
continue with the momentum in place, not losing sight of the core business.   
BB felt it important that parents and the community know the school aims to be 
outstanding.  In the recent letter sent to parents, Ht had talked about building on 
improvement.  The lead inspector had said the school had a mandate; continue doing 
the right thing, embed it further, don’t change it. 
(AB) Could the community see the new building? 
Parents would be able to tour the old building and eventually the new one. 
(IS) For moving to outstanding, what timeline would be realistic?  
Schools had 2 inspections to move from RI to good.  To get to Outstanding in the 
current climate was almost impossible.  The numbers of Good and outstanding school 
was anticipated to drop because the work can’t be sustained in the current climate of 
resources with funds being cut.  Focussing on getting on with things was vital. 
(JS) Should we dampen expectations about outstanding if it’s almost impossible? 
The school believed it gave the children an outstanding deal; the ‘Ilfracombe Plan’ 
focussed on being outstanding in everything the school does anyway.   
The school’s growing pride would continue to rocket once the new school building was 
open but a feeling of being outstanding was already present.  SS felt the school had 2-3 
years to embed down based on today’s structure with a monitoring visit expected after 3 
years and maybe reaching outstanding in a further 2-3 years. But the Ofsted framework 
kept changing so nobody could predict.  SS pointed out that the SIAMS inspection 
already showed outstanding leadership was present. 
Headline data was always something the school will be required to explain. Ofsted were 
interested in how the school measured itself as every school was now doing this 
differently. 
 

 

 Clerk to remind 
governors ahead of 
the next meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Clerk to send 
governors the letter 

8. Regular Items (AH) 
Correspondence – nothing to report. 
Suggestions Box – cover information had been circulated following a previous 
suggestion. 
Future Dates – the next LGB meetings - 6

th
 July.   

Governors had been invited to the art exhibition and Ht was issuing a list of all events 
this term.  Governors were also allocated to upcoming interviews. A list of school 
community links had been sent for information already 

 
 

 List of events this 
term to be circulated. 
 

 
 

 
The meeting closed at 7.05 pm. 
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Meeting: LGB Date / Time: 21st September 5 pm Location: Room: 1B7 
 

Attendees: Initials LGB Role & Portfolio:  Attendees: Initials: LGB Role & Portfolio: 
Dave Addie DA Finance Debs Ramsey DR Community 
Andrew Bailey AB Finance, Premises Emma Sratton ES Community 
Alison  Homa AH SIMG Sue Tod Td SIMG 
Sharon Marshall Ht Headteacher Colin Turner CT Curriculum/Christian Distinctiveness 
    Ian Stuart IS Associate  

 

Apologies: Initials Reason:  Absent without Apology: Initials: 
Pat Glover 
Dan Turton 
John Swan 
Belinda Barten 

PG 
DT 
JS 
BB 

Holiday 
Family related 
Away 
Resigned 
 

Ian Newell 
 

IN 

 

In Attendance: Initials   Minutes To: 
Laura Nias Ns Clerk to Governors LGB members 
   School website 
   Board of Directors 

 
Key:   Challenge   Actions/Decision 

Min. 
No. 

Actions & Decisions: Owner: Date 
Due: 

Date 
Actioned: 

     
2 Apologies, Business Interests, Housekeeping and Correspondence 

AH was acting as Chair as PG was on holiday. 
   

2.1 Apologies for absence: Apologies had been received from Pat Glover, John Swan and Dan Turton.  Belinda Barten had 
resigned. 
Apologies had not been received from Ian Newell. 

   

2.2 Declarations and confidentiality:  Governors were reminded to keep information shared at meetings confidential.     
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2.3 Housekeeping: 
Business interest forms - Governors signed their declarations of interest as per the first meeting of each academic year.   
NGA Skills Audit - Governors had begun completing the audit.  Ns to provide DR and ES with paper copies. 
All governors to complete the audit by 30th September and send to Ns. 
National Code of Conduct - the code of conduct was agreed by the LGB and signed by those present.  Ns to ensure absent 
governors also sign. 

 
 

Ns 
Govs 
Ns 

 
 

26/9 
30/9 
2/11 

 

2.4 Correspondence: 
Devon Governor magazine – all governors had received the summer magazine last term and were reminded to read it. 
Autumn term checklist - there were several relevant articles in the latest edition some of which would be covered at the next 
round of portfolio meetings in October. 
Request from a member of staff - a member of staff had made a request for time off which would be recorded under part II. 
Ht added that unconnected to the Ofsted inspection, the DfE had contacted the school by letter congratulating it on the 
teaching standard, ethos, behaviour etc.   
 

   

3 Minutes of the Previous Meeting    
3.1 The minutes of the 8th June were agreed as a true record. 

Ns to arrange publication on the school website. 
 

Ns 
 

2/10 
 

3.2 Matters Arising: 
Staff governor vacancies – there were two vacancies following Sue Tod’s resignation from school and Nick Beesley’s 
resignation from staff governor last term.  One staff governor would continue within the LGB constitution on merging with the 
primary MAT.  It was therefore agreed to try and recruit to one staff governor vacancy this term.  Ns to organise. 
New suggestions box proforma – Td had revised the proforma for staff to complete. Copies would be kept by the suggestions 
box in the staff room and announced to staff by Td.  Td would continue to check for responses until she leaves the school at 
the end of October.  Td also agreed to spread the word re replacing a staff governor position. 

 
 
 

Ns 
 

Td 

 
 
 

2/11 
 

31/10 

 

3.3 Other Matters Arising 
- 

   

4. Reporting & Monitoring – Main Focus, Portfolio Reports and Questions    
4.1 Explanation on latest Improvement Plan - the latest plan had been issued earlier in the week. Whilst originally being written 

as a post Ofsted plan, amendments had been made this month to take into account the summer exams results.  Governors 
should continue to monitor against the milestones with other discussion guidance added in blue print.   
Departments were now updating their SEFs and improvement plans. 
(IS) are progress points reducing? 
Yes, the number of points in the year had gone down to 4 to allow sufficient gaps and hopefully a higher level of accuracy. 
Ht presented key messages regarding the exam results, as delivered to the staff at the start of term.    
(AB) did setting homework ahead of a lesson dissuade students from doing it?   
Ht felt not if students are then tested.  

• 59% of students had gained English and Maths at grade 4+, 6% up on last year with remarks yet to be marked.  
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(59% has since risen to 60% with remarks). 
• 71% grade 4+ in English and 67% 4+ in Maths held up well against national attainment.    
• However, only 29% had achieved grade 5+ in both and this was below expectations and predictions.   
• Progress 8 figures were also low at -0.6.  However measuring P8 against CATs, the figure was around 0, half a 

grade below SATs. 
(AB) was the difference between SATs and CATs the same with students from all the feeder schools?  
That analysis hadn’t been done recently as the issue was fairly consistent year to year.   

• The results had been rather disappointing.  The number of B and C grades had been the disappointing factor for the 
school.  

• All official visitors had congratulated the school on many many aspects, saying everything going on was good.  The 
question being asked therefore was what more can be done?  In terms of points, slippage on the higher grades costs 
more in terms of grade values.   

• Now that exams are linear, revision and work at home will make or break the final outcomes for students.  Through a 
variety of strategies, staff are focusing on homework and independent learning.  Students working in their spare time 
rather than studying was a concern.  Teachers will cover everything they need to in lessons with a big emphasis on 
homework.   This is now being laboured through tutorials to support the children.  

(ES) was the school really embedding homework? Had there been a dip last year in the volume issued?   
Ht felt perhaps there had been.  GCSE content had been moved into Yr 9 to 7.  Senior staff keep an eye on every year group 
through planners and book scrutinies.  
(AH) when would after school support start?   
This had already begun.  Ht added that there was a balance to strike between independent study/responsibility, and creating 
a dependence culture. 

• Middle and senior leaders wished to change reporting at KS4.  Target grades would be issued home at the start of 
the year but not repeated on every interim.  Rather than showing projected grades on reports, a current working at 
grade would be included.  Governors supported this change.   

• How to manage KS5 was still being debated.  UCAS applications for university still require predicted grades.  There 
was also a new regime commencing in science as all students would start with taking triple science. 

(AH) were English and Maths boundaries roughly where departments expected?   
Grade boundaries in Maths had been a national surprise.  46 children had been entered for remarks in English as the results 
really hadn’t made sense.  There were 4 examiners and 1 moderator working in the department so the staff knew what they 
were doing.  Some grades had gone up as a result of remarks.  

• Ht had also shared language for high expectations with staff.  Prep sessions would run after school in the library area 
of the new building.  Yr 11 would need to be prioritised although governors agreed providing ways for younger years 
to work quietly was also important. 

Ht would send an article to governors on teachers working in deprived areas.   
PG had asked the chair to contribute a few points in her absence: 

• Thank you to Ht for the SEF which had many strengths and good points.  The main job now was refining and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ht 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2/11 
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strengthening. 
• Agendas were moving in line with the MAT style so looked slightly different. 
• All portfolio groups should be aware of the SEF and AIP and monitor areas for action and progress. 
• The governors’ job remained the same - keep on focusing on areas for action and asking questions.  Governors were 

also reminded about undertaking a learning walk and it was suggested these be incorporated with touring the new 
school building. 

• Was there support for disadvantaged children with homework?   
Homework club took place at lunchtime, staffed by teaching assistants.   

• PPI at KS4 though improving, was still a concern.  Could we expect this to be better as KS3 move up?   
This was what Ofsted had referred to; it should yes.   

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 SIP ‘Developing the capacity of Middle Leaders’    
4.2 Personnel portfolio report    
 SIP ‘Developing Teaching and Learning’    
4.3 SIMG portfolio report    
4.4 SEN/Safeguarding portfolio report    
4.5 Curriculum portfolio report    
 Other Reports    
4.6 Finance 

The school was proposing that teaching staff pay rises be set in line with the national agreement backed by unions.  The pay 
rise was set at 2% on the main scale (bands 1 and 2) and 1% on the upper scale (band 3) and with all allowances.  Ht 
suspected the 2% rise on the main scale would partly encourage fewer teachers to leave the profession.  Directors needed to 
agree to this before 26th September. AH, AB and Ht were already in agreement.  Ns to email directors for approval.  

 
 

Ht 
Ns 

 
 
 

22/9 

 
 
 

22/9 

4.7 Premises 
Staff would be moving into the new build after half term.  Plans were under way to ensure all students are walked around the 
key areas including their tutor rooms.   

   

4.8 Community    
 Further main focus 

- 
   

4.9 Headteacher’s summer Report and Improvement Plan 
(ES) how were university visits offered?  Initially using projected and progress data (higher achievers).  Students are actually 
selected as numbers are limited by the universities.  All students have the opportunity to meet university staff at Next Step 
Day but those most likely to apply are normally the students who attend day visits.  One of the Heads of Year was carrying 
out an audit currently looking at opportunities such as this.  He may be able to look at other ways of opening up this option. 
Ht to follow up with Mr Cronin.  

 
 
 
 

Ht 

 
 
 
 

2/11 

 

5 Policies and Procedures  
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5.1 
5.2 

Homeschool agreement – adopted with no change 
Homework policy – adopted. 
Ns to update policy records. 

Ns 2/11  

     
6 Governance     
6.1 Training for Governors: 

The NGA skills audit needs to be completed electronically by all governors for Ns to collate before the next meeting. 
 

All 
Ns 

 
30/9 
2/11 

 

6.2 Items from Annual Cycle: 
Covered by the agenda 

   

6.3 Chair of LGB for 2017/18: 
The Directors had elected Pat Glover for another year, at their summer meeting.  Pat had however also explained that she 
would have less availability from this point on and the need to address succession planning was raised. 

   

6.4 Vice Chair for 2017/18: 
Alison Homa was unanimously voted on for another year.   
Ns to update records regarding both positions 

 
 

Ns 

 
 

2/11 

 

6.5 Governor competency framework: 
Ns explained the suite of 3 documents currently being recommended to governing bodies – the Competency Framework for 
Governance, the Clerking Competency Framework and the Governance Handbook.  The competency framework tied into the 
NGA skills audit section by section.  The primary MAT had also generated a LGB handbook.  
Ns to email out the LGB handbook if this is acceptable with the MAT.  

 
 
 
 

Ns 

 
 
 
 

2/11 

 

7 Part II  
Following the bereavement of their child a few years ago, a member of teaching staff had the opportunity to attend a trip to 
Paris through a charity, requiring one week of unpaid leave.  The teacher had offered to set cover for the missed lessons. 
This was supported and agreed by the LGB.   
Ht to write to the member of staff confirming the time off had been approved as unpaid leave. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Ht 

 
 
 
 

2/11 

 

3/8.1 Any Other Business 
 

   

 Meeting Closed: 6.50 pm    
Date/Time of Next Meeting: 2nd November, 5 pm Location: New Conference Room 
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Meeting: LGB Date / Time: 2nd November 2017 Location: Conference Room 
 

Attendees: Initials LGB Role & Portfolio:  Attendees: Initials: LGB Role & Portfolio: 
Dave Addie DA Finance Ian Stuart IS Associate  
Andrew Bailey AB Finance, Premises John Swan  JS Community, Personnel 
Alison  Homa AH SIMG Pat Glover PG Chair, SIMG, Personnel, SEN 
Sharon Marshall Ht Headteacher Dan Turton DT Finance 

 

Apologies: Initials Reason:  Absent without Apology: Initials: 
Debs Ramsey 
Emma Stratton 
Colin Turner 

DR 
ES 
CT 

Away 
House move 
Work related 

Ian Newell 
 

IN 

 

In Attendance: Initials   Minutes To: 
Laura Nias Ns Clerk to Governors LGB members 
   School website 
   Board of Directors 

 
Key:   Challenge   Actions/Decision 

Min. 
No. 

Actions & Decisions: Owner: Date 
Due: 

Date 
Actioned: 

     
2 Apologies, Business Interests, Housekeeping and Correspondence    
2.1 Apologies for absence: Apologies as above.  

No apologies from IN. Where was IN with regards to meeting attendance?  Clerk to confirm when last attended. 
 

Ns 
 

14/12 
 

2.2 Declarations and confidentiality:  Governors were reminded to keep information shared at meetings confidential.     
2.3 Housekeeping: 

Business interest forms - Governors absent from the previous meeting needed to sign their declarations of interest as per the 
first meeting of each academic year.  Clerk to provide the documents at the next meeting. 
NGA Skills Audit - Governors had begun completing the audit.  Missing audits were required asap so the results could be 
pulled together and help identify skills needed when addressing vacancies. 

 
LGB 

 
LGB 

 

 
14/12 

 
14/12 
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National Governor Association Code of Conduct – governors who had not yet signed a copy should see the Clerk to do so.   LGB 14/12 
2.4 Correspondence: 

Autumn term Checklist – already provided.  Governors should read the magazine. 
Devon Governor magazine – the latest copy was available at the meeting.  Absent governors to be posted a copy. 
Resignation from the Clerk – Laura Nias had resigned from her Clerk role from 12th November but would continue with 
essential elements of the role while a new Clerk was recruited. 

 
 

Ns 

 
 

10/11 

 

2.5 Confirm membership of portfolio groups: 
Portfolio group membership had been distributed ahead of the meeting. As the new staff governor, James O’Sullivan was 
invited to join the premises or SEN portfolio group and would make a decision before the next round of portfolio meetings. 

 
Os 

 
20/11 

 

3 Minutes of the Previous Meeting    
3.1 The minutes of the 21st September meeting were agreed as a true record.    
3.2 Matters Arising: 

NGA Skills Audit to be completed  - covered under item 2.3 
Staff governor vacancies – James O’Sullivan was the new staff governor and Ht would inform staff next week. 
Primary Trust LGB Handbook – (JS) some of the group names were different to ours, would the LGB need to rename its 
portfolio groups? 
Ns understood there would be some flexibility.  The Primary Trust had grouped areas together differently to Ilfracombe 
affecting some of the current Ilfracombe groups. 

 
 

Ht 

 
 

8/11 

 

3.3 Other Matters Arising: 
(AB) With regards to data, did this mean it had improved for PPI students?   
The figures were different to PPI students.  P8 overall was now - 0.55 rather than -0.6 but -1 for PPI which was poor.  The 
DfE would be visiting again soon and Ht will be saying when looking at baselines, to look at what CAT scores meant against 
primary school scores.  There was a big difference; +0.2 against CATS and -0.2 for PPI. 
(AB) were other schools the same in Devon?  
Ilfracombe only knew of poor SATS from the feeder schools with core skills not being embedded. -0.8 wasn’t acceptable 
although the situation wasn’t that straight forward. Furthermore CATs were externally moderated.  
JS had seen Ilfracombe close to the bottom of local tables and the meeting recognised that sadly revised figures wouldn’t be 
published.  
The frustrating position data wise didn’t make the school any less determined to improve; where it needed to. 

   

4. Reporting & Monitoring – Main Focus, Portfolio Reports and Questions    
4.1  -    
 SIP ‘Developing the capacity of Middle Leaders’    
4.2 Personnel portfolio report: 

No Head of RE appointment had been made after interviewing one person last half term and deciding not to interview at the 
end of a recruitment campaign last term. Joe Matthews would continue in the role with Vicky Collinge also continuing to cover 
in the PCRE department.  It had been decided not to offer A level next year as the capacity to run the course wasn’t there.   
The meeting acknowledged that recruitment and retention of teaching staff hadn’t affected the school as much as other 
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schools to date but it was beginning to. 
 SIP ‘Developing Teaching and Learning’    
4.3 SIMG portfolio report: 

Thanks to AB for chairing the most recent meeting. The gap had become bigger with PPI/non PPI and the meeting had also 
discussed CATs and SATs.  PP5 results had also been discussed. 
Ht added that for reporting, the school was moving to using ‘current levels’ this year.  
(PG) following the training day on adaptability of lessons, was there any evidence of this yet?  
Lesson observations were happening at present.  
How was homework being monitored? 
A separate grade was now being added to reports by staff. 
What about monitoring the quality of homework? 
This was done via book scrutinies and Show my Homework but further QA needed.  Staff are required to have evidence for 
current ‘working at’ grades.  Os explained that Show My Homework self marks quizzes. Homework is meant to be 
independent learning, the missing bit of the jigsaw at the moment, ie what children are doing outside of school. ATL (Attitude 
to Learning) out of the classroom is the issue, not just books.  The homework policy was reviewed at the start of the year and 
the bar now raised in terms of expectations on the children.  This had been communicated to students, staff and parents. 
(AB) are there questions raised now about streaming? 
English, Maths and Science were streamed.  The ability to stream other subjects was limited due to the timetable.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.4 SEN/Safeguarding portfolio report: 
Attendance was higher than ever at 95.3%.   
Under resourcing of students needing help from CAHMS was discussed (CAHMs being under resourced).   
There had been a permanent exclusion upheld today although the parents had thanked the school for doing all it could.   
Also discussed was how a lot of time was spent chasing non attendees, with poor return. Ht added that the school worked a 
lot investing energy in students who were not being helped by CAHMS, instead of the students the school felt it could help.   
Os knew of work being done at primary school level to help with mental health eg doing physical activity.   
(AB) would there be a visit to Braunton regarding their mental health?  
Ilfracombe was doing the same scheme as Braunton, EH4MH (Early Help for Mental Health). 
(DA) how did Ilfracombe compare with other schools? 
The school was below the national average for SEN students being excluded and exclusions for PP and SEN children were 
low in general at Ilfracombe.  The Child In Care protocol had been followed with one student now on a managed transfer.  
Governors requested figures to support these areas so Ht would provide these. 
PP1 data would be available next week and behaviour and attendance data tomorrow.  Ht would then update the SEF and 
send it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ht 
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4.5 Curriculum portfolio report: 
James Twomey had attended his first meeting which had addressed the KS4 and 5 curriculum.  Introducing a BTEC course 
in some subjects had been discussed.  Drama and PE had changed and Music was heading towards changing. A media 
course had been pulled at Post 16 but a PE one offered instead this term. Entries in science had been considered by senior 
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staff ie whether to enter students for separate sciences or double.  The outcome was around 1/3 students were following 
single and 2/3 double.  
History and Geography curriculum time had also been looked at.  New specifications had come out late but Yr 10 had done 1 
module in Yr 9. GCSE skills had been going on in Yr 9 in other subjects and in turn this allowed for a reasonable breadth of 
choice at KS4.  SLT felt the time allocated was now OK although this was the first time through the new courses.  Allocating 
more time by cutting off some choices wasn’t ideal.  A lot of thinking needed doing.  
(PG) were there implications for teaching styles?  Did staff need to teach differently?  
PE had looked at the background of their staff and used the best placed member of the team to deliver each unit, plus there 
was some choice about which units to deliver.  In all subjects there was a focus on knowledge acquisition. 
(PG) were there training needs for BTEC?   
Some staff were quite experienced now and webinars were available.  Staff were working together. 
(PG) was there any impact of equality at PP8 measures? 
No. BTEC also counts as a GCSE does. 
IS pointed out that Christian distinctiveness was a vehicle for getting the school values across. 

 Other Reports    
4.6 Finance: 

Management of the budget once the school joined the Primary trust had been discussed.  A lot of work was being done to 
mitigate risks for both sides; the school and for the primary trust taking on a secondary school.   
Re the VAT issue, AB confirmed that the value of the buildings should come out but schools should still reclaim VAT.  Bishop 
Fleming needed to clarify this so AB would follow up.  [this was clarified in a meeting on 10/11/17]. 
The Business Manager had sent figures to the Diocese for asbestos work being done as part of doing up the pavilion at 
Killacleave.   
(AH) what was the pavilion used for? 
Fixtures and SSCO events.  
DA needed to book in to visit the kitchen and offer advice with regards to queue management etc. DA to follow up in a few 
weeks.  
(PG) what was the latest on Fairer Funding? 
The amount shown for Devon to benefit from didn’t match the Local Authority figure for Devon.  Some would be held back 
including funds to enable SEN places to be offered to students requiring them.  This was a sensitive issue as often the 
placements were in places privately run; special schools.  Governors were dismayed at this. 
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4.7 Premises: 
Thanks was recorded to the Business Manager and caretaking team for their tireless work supporting the move to the new 
school.  Governors would send a thank you card. 
The furniture company hadn’t been impressive, so with the EFA’s support a complaint would be made.  Staff on the other 
hand had been amazing and the move had gone really well.  The school had been one of the least problematic projects for 
the EFA. Student inductions in the building had also gone well.  Maps had been available on the school website and many 
students had accessed these on their phones.  Thanks was noted to the senior team and teachers.   

 
PG 
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As yet there was an unresolved issue regarding billing for energy costs which was being addressed by the Business 
Manager.  
NORDAB was looking at the matter of in-vacuation although no rehearsal for children would be carried out currently.  There 
was a draft policy being worked on. 
AB stated that a fire practice was needed and the school was aware of this. 

4.8 Community: 
JS believed the meeting Ht had attended with the Rotary Club had been very beneficial with a number of excellent comments 
received regarding Ht’s presentation. DT added that the recent evening event held for the community to look around the old 
school building had also been very well received with lots of comments on social media.  Ht explained that at some point the 
new school building would be open to the community to look around also. 
(DA) was the sixth form increasing in size?  
Petroc was describing Ilfracombe as a significant competitor and was aware of the new building at Ilfracombe.  The Sixth 
Form was stable at the moment. 
(AB) how had the presentation gone at Braunton? 
Ht’s presentation had been well received.  There had been around 12 children joining the sixth form from Pilton and Braunton 
this year and they were happy at Ilfracombe.  The PAN in the 2019/20 admissions policy was being increased to Sixth Form 
30.   
The new school hall would make a good theatre facility but the parking situation was an obstacle at present.  
(Os) could parking be available at John Fowler’s?   
This was being investigated. 

   

 Further main focus     
4.9 Governance for the remaining period pre merge with the Primary MAT: 

PG urged governors to continue their good work ensuring scrutiny was evident, holding the school to account.  Governors 
were encouraged to attend learning walks and a copy of the duty rota would be sent out to governors along with guidance on 
carrying out a learning walk.   
PG explained that due to the forthcoming merge, governor vacancies hadn’t been pushed as yet.  The outcome of the skills 
audit would help identify where gaps need filling.  Governors were urged to keep their ears open as to possible governors.  
As an Associate Governor Ian Stuart could sit on interview panels but not on discipline panels.  Giles King-Smith would be 
approached regarding joining the LGB.   
Ns explained that the LGB needed to make a proposal to the Directors of the Primary Board regarding the constitution of the 
LGB post merge.  DA knew of somebody who might be interested. 
Ht explained the principal reasons for joining the primary trust were the shared ethos plus they had worked with the same 
School improvement Partner, Edison Learning.  Edison Learning had just been given a big contract by the government to 
work across the country.  There were other trusts out there but it was the primary trust which shares important factors with 
Ilfracombe.  AB added that it is still the intention of the primary trust to set up a North Devon hub which Ilfracombe would be 
part of, with Ilfracombe being a springboard for other church secondary schools to join the trust.  Ethos and direction of travel 
were currently recognised as vital features to look for when joining together.  With so many church primary schools in the 
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north of the county the proposed direction makes so much sense. 
There wasn’t really a huge amount to say at this stage.  Governors agreed any changes needed to be done with minimal fuss 
and clearly communicated to staff when the time comes.   
Ns explained that if the number of governors remains at 14 the LGB could contain 6 or 7 Foundation governors with a 
corresponding 3 or 4 Co-opted governors. 7 and 3 would mean 50% of the LGB would be foundation positions.  It was also 
agreed that if a majority of foundation places  was required the number of governors would need to drop to 13.  Governors 
were happy with this and AB offered to pass on these initial thoughts at a forthcoming meeting with members of the Primary 
Trust on 8th November. 

 
 
 
 

AB 
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5 Policies and Procedures    
5.1 -    
6 Governance     
6.1 Training for Governors: 

The skills audit was underway. 
   

6.2 Items from Annual Cycle: 
Covered by training item 6.1. 

   

6.5 Governor competency framework: 
This would be looked at again once the skills audit was complete.  Furthermore Ht proposed discussing where the LGB is 
against the framework, once the audit is complete. 

   

7 Part II  
- 

   

8 Any Other Business    
8.1 Suggestions box: 

It was agreed to announce to staff that James was the new staff governor.  James would talk to Nick Beesly about taking 
over management of the suggestions box. 

   

8.2 Future Dates: 
Dates for meetings had been updated and circulated 
Governor social/goodbyes – PG offered to book the Saw Mills restaurant.  Belinda Barten, Sue Tod and Nick Beesly would 
be invited.  PG to send out details once booked.  Governors would need to confirm with PG. 
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 Meeting Closed: 7.30 pm    
Date/Time of Next Meeting: 14th December, 5 pm Location: Conference Room 
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Meeting: LGB Date / Time: 14th December 2017 Location: Conference Room 
 

Attendees: Initials LGB Role & Portfolio:  Attendees: Initials: LGB Role & Portfolio: 
Andrew Bailey AB Finance, Premises Ian Stuart IS Associate 
Pat Glover PG Chair, SIMG, Personnel, SEN John Swan  JS Community, Personnel 
Sharon Marshall HT Headteacher Giles King-Smith GKS  
Emma Stratton ES Community    

 

Apologies: Initials Reason:  Absent without Apology: Initials: 
Dave Addie 
Alison Homa 
Debs Ramsey 
Colin Turner 
James O’Sullivan 
Dan Turton 

DA 
AH 
DR 
CT 
OS 
DT 

 
 
 

Ian Newell 
 

IN 

 

In Attendance: Initials   Minutes To: 
Sophie Broome SB Clerk to Governors LGB members 
   School website 
   Board of Directors 

 
Key:   Challenge   Actions/Decision 

Min. 
No. 

Actions & Decisions: Owner: Date 
Due: 

Date 
Actioned: 

     
1 Pre meeting Training/Student Reps    
 PG welcome to two Sixth Form students, noted that Governors have not previously met Sixth Form. 

Introduction from all. 
PG How was it for you at the beginning of Sixth Form when you leapt from GCSE into Y12, big learning curve, difference in 
way you are taught.  What were the as you saw them? 
Z – Biggest difference is workload, lots more at A Level, that hits you hard. Style of teaching the same, learning harder 
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things. 
I – there is a continuous level of good teaching throughout the school, but in Sixth Form you have a different relationship with 
the teachers.  They treat you as an adult, you are trusted with more responsibility, and you work more independently.  It is 
your choice when to do the work, more freedom. 
PG – That is what I was going to lead onto, the independent learning – some will be better at it than others.  What support did 
you have to make that transition and to use your time well? 
Z – That was the biggest reason that I stayed here rather than going to Petroc, because you do get more support here.  The 
teachers always happy to take time out to help. 
I – Because you are still in a school setting there is still the expectation, there are set study periods on timetable, encourages 
you to use your free time to get your work done.  Mr Collins and all support staff make it clear that if you are in school you are 
expected to be working, within reason. Creating those expectations gives encouragement and support because it shows you 
what you need to be doing. 
PG – Is there fairly firm guidance? 
I – I think it has improved, there has been more structure in our Y13 than in Y12.  The new Y12s have had more structured 
guidance from the start. 
PG – Do you think that is to do with the new Head of Sixth Form? 
I – I think so yes, Mr Collins is very keen, very on top of things, he has bought a freshness to it.  We were given a 
questionnaire at the beginning of the year about how well we use our time, what revision techniques work for us etc.  He 
collected the information from us and then made his expectations clear. He is always willing to listen and is interested in our 
problems. 
AB – In the unlikely event that you did have a problem with a teacher, do you think there are systems in place for how to 
question this or push the point forward? 
Z – Yes.  At the beginning of Y12 I was put in a different maths class to the one I am in now, as I wanted to stay with the 
teacher who taught me in Y9, 10 and 11.  This was not a problem at all.  I know some people have said they don’t like certain 
things and the teachers have adapted, e.g. changing homework. 
AB – So the teachers do respond to feedback? 
I – Yes they do. We had a small issue with a teacher, we were not clear on how the work being set was helpful towards our 
exams.  We went to the HOD and mentioned it, said it was not a complaint or criticism but could something be said?  Yes, it 
was no problem.  In Sixth Form we feel that we do have a voice and it is always listened to.  Mrs Dickinson, Mr Collins and 
HODs are very good in putting things in place. 
IS – I have met Izzy already as I was part of her mock interview for Oxford University.  Do you feel you have been supported 
in your preparations for move to University? 
I – Yes, we have had a lot of support right from the start.  The tutor system is great, having that ‘go to’ person who you can 
ask for help and guidance.  Zebby and I both made an early application for University so our experience is maybe not 
representative of when the main application process is happening.  Others have said that they do not feel they have had 
much support and would have liked more guidance.  They feel like with the registration to UCAS and admin side of things 
they have been left out on a limb. 
ES – do you feel that a specific session to cover it all would have been helpful? 
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I – Yes, even the simple thing of setting up a UCAS account, practical help would be good. 
Z – We had very specific help as only eight people made an early application, but when it came to the rest of the year group 
applying they do not feel they have had as much help. 
ES - would it have been helpful to speak to someone who has recently done it, e.g. last year’s student? 
Both – yes, definitely. 
ES – Is this something we could perhaps arrange for next year? 
PG – It sounds like a good idea. 
I – Even just an assembly by a leaver, to show the whole process from the beginning. Those who are not as confident or 
motivated have struggled with the application process. 
PG – We talked about independent learning.  Now we are in the new build have you noticed a difference to resources and 
how you can access them? 
Z – The teachers were great at keeping on top of the lessons, even with so much going on.  It didn’t disrupt our learning at 
all.  I do Chemistry and there is much better equipment in the new school. 
I – The transition was great and the new Sixth Form study space is such a good place for us to be, we use it all the time. 
PG – Is it a study space rather than a social space? 
I – Yes, people work hard in lesson time and socialise in breaks.  It is great to have computers in there.  It’s great to have the 
common room separate, so that is mainly where people socialise.  The library is much better, always space to work in there.  
Teachers have been very accommodating, letting us use spare computers even when they have a class in there.   
PG – Are there any barriers to independent learning? 
Both – No, nothing personally. 
PG – What have been the rewards of the Sixth Form here? 
Z – The support, especially for us through the UCAS process.  The teachers were so helpful. 
PG – What about opportunities for enrichment? 
I – We have done so much in the past few years.  We are Head Boy and Head Girl, we went to Oxford summer school, 
Young Enterprise, Auschwitz trip, University visits, there are too many to count in the Sixth Form, so much opportunity.  
Z – It is great, not just academic there is something for everyone.  A friend from Art has just illustrated a book that has been 
published. 
PG – I was hoping that someone doing a vocational course might have come along, so perhaps we will invite them another 
time.  You are an excellent example of how our Sixth Form is working academically, but it is wider than that. 
IS – What do you do as Head Boy and Head Girl? 
I – We run the Student Leadership Council, and within that we organise Sixth Form competitions, run the tuck shop, ran a trip 
to Bristol, speeches at open evenings etc. 
AB – How terrifying was the presentation you gave at the open day? 
Z – The first one was a bit scary. 
AB – I was there, it was very good. 
JS – The Rotary Club was trying to get Interact, a young Rotary Club going.  Has anything happened with that? 
IS – We have reintroduced it into Y7. 
PG – Have you got any questions for us? 
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Z – One of the other students has asked us to ask – will there be student parking once the old building is demolished?   
I – A few people have been getting parking tickets, some people have to drive here as it is expensive to get the school buses, 
but then having big problems parking. 
AB – There is supposed to be support for transport costs in Sixth Form, but I do not know if that is universal. 
PG – Your question is minuted now, so we can ask Mrs Marshall about that. 
PG – A bit about us.  Our main brief is to hold the school to account.  We will be questioning HT on data, results, attendance, 
finances, building success, car parking etc.  Any aspect of school life.  We are here to ensure the SLT get the best for you.  
We look at innovations, new developments and make sure they are cost effective and they are working.  We make sure that 
deprived children, SEN children and even the most able children are getting correct provision.  We also take part in 
interviews, disciplinaries etc. 
PG – Have you noticed a change in the behaviour in the school since been here? 
Z – Yes, but maybe because people have matured.  We are quite separate from the main school now.  I do think it has 
improved though. 
I – I think it has got better, there is not a lot of outside space but it still doesn’t feel like lots of students running around 
causing trouble.  At the Christmas dinner the younger students were very polite and well behaved. 
PG – Thank you.  That was very useful.  You are always welcome to ask governors questions direct.  We wish you well in 
what you are going on to do. 
Z – I am hoping to go to Edinburgh to study Maths, I need to get an A* and 2 As. 
I – I interviewed at Oxford last week to do History, will find out in January.  If not, then Exeter. 
PG – Good luck to you both, you are excellent ambassadors for the school. 
 
After students gone: 
Great, good ambassadors.  
It would be good to have some Y12s and some students on vocational courses next time, to get different perspective. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2 Apologies, Business Interests, Housekeeping and Correspondence    
2.1 Apologies for absence: Apologies as above.  

The meeting moved into Part II. 
 
Introduction from all governors to GKS and SB. 
Introduction from GKS: Vicar of Woolacombe and Mortehoe for 21 years, two children in the school now, and five older 
children who previously attended the school.  Two other children who are at university now who did not attend the school.  
Had a meeting with clergy and HT, HT suggested he become a governor.  Very appreciative of the improvements in the 
school and the fact that it is now a church school, and would like to be involved. 
 
Governors would like a contact email for SB and circulation list needs updating as some of the old governors are still on it. 
 
Jan Gatley (ex-Head of RE) to also join.  Most sensible portfolio group would be Christian Distinctiveness.  This would also 
suit GKS, but maybe as a backbencher.  GKS expressed an interest in Personnel and Community. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SB 
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2.2 Declarations and confidentiality:  Governors were reminded to keep information shared at meetings confidential.     
2.3 Housekeeping: 

Business interest forms – Governors absent from the previous meeting needed to sign their declarations of interest as per the 
first meeting of each academic year.  Clerk to provide the documents at the next meeting. 
NGA Skills Audit – Governors had begun completing the audit.  Missing audits were required asap so the results could be 
pulled together and help identify skills needed when addressing vacancies. 
NGA Code of Conduct – Governors who had not yet signed a copy should see the Clerk to do so.   

 
LGB 

 
LGB 

 
LGB 
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2.4 Correspondence: 
Autumn Term Checklist – already provided.  
Autumn Term Governance Today magazine – the latest copy was available at the meeting. Copy given to GKS. 
Recent letter from ES re. the buses - Raised by ES’s children, but a safeguarding issue. Three buses pass Watermouth but 
they are not numbered so children do not know which bus to get on.  Local Authority and Filers were copied in on the letter.  
Local Authority have been helpful and will do spot checks across the county.  HT mentioned ‘no pass, no travel’ rule, which 
the school supports.   HT will write to the Local Authority from the school.  HT mentioned there have been other issues with 
the buses, drivers smoking and buses giving out a lot of fumes.  AB said they speed through Hele.  One child said to HT that 
their driver was not good.  HT will roll it into one complaint/concern letter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HT 
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3 Minutes of the Previous Meeting    
3.1 The minutes of 2nd November meeting were agreed as a true record.    
3.2 Matters Arising: 

LGB membership of portfolio groups – PG stated in January will look at whole picture in light of what is happening with IN 
and look at where gaps need to be filled. 

 
 

PG 

 
 

31/01 

 

3.3 Other Matters Arising: 
 - 

   

4. Reporting & Monitoring – Main Focus, Portfolio Reports and Questions    
4.1 PG noted that the agenda now looks different, this is to fit with design that the MAT uses.    
 SIP ‘Developing the capacity of Middle Leaders’    
4.2 Personnel portfolio report: 

Visit from an Education Advisor attached to DfE, regarding our results.  Checked school had capacity to deal with the results 
and that it was a blip, not a trend.  Made helpful suggestions.  Chair of Directors met with her.  Very knowledgeable, helpful.  
HT has not had report yet. 
All had email re. Learning Walks?  ES would like it re-sent.  GKS asked what the Learning Walk is.  HT explained that SLT 
dip into lessons to see what is happening, often take parents and other visitors with them.  GKS would like the schedule also. 
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 SIP ‘Developing Teaching and Learning’    
4.3 SIMG portfolio report: 

PG noted actual grades had replaced projected grades on reports.  It was felt students did not realise how much work was 
required to achieve the projected grade, so they are now being graded on what they are achieving on the day.  PG felt that 
the reports may have been a shock for parents. 
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(PG) Did you get much come-back from parents? 
No, a letter went out with report with an explanation of the changed grading. 
(AB) Is it more useful for the teachers to use the data this way? 
Yes, in terms of planning and intervention.  Projected grades are subjective, actual grades are more realistic and are a wake-
up call for the students.  It is easier to target interventions.  
(PG) Is it knocking the confidence of the students? 
School will run three assemblies in January; one for students who are on track, to encourage them to keep pushing, one for 
those in the middle, and one for those that are way off and need to push. 
(JS) The figure of 60% on target, does that relate to the first group? 
By PP2 school would like 60% of students to be on the right grade.  Currently well below that and staff are being realistic. 
(JS) Is this guess work or the result of tests? 
PP1 is an amalgam of ongoing class work and in-class assessments.  PP2 will be an amalgam of those plus mocks grades.  
Targets are set roughly 0.8 of a grade above the average for a child of that prior attainment.  The achievement figure is good 
even though a lot of children are off target, because very aspirational targets have been set. Students took mocks seriously 
this year, different from previous years. Seeing a shift in Y11 now at the right time.  English and Maths have new grading 
system so there is some educated guesswork.  Before the mocks school met with Pilton, Park and Braunton schools to 
standardise expectations on the new grades.  Another meeting planned for 11th January, post-mocks, to compare papers to 
show what each school have interpreted as a grade 4, 5 etc.  Last year school was part of national benchmark, very 
inaccurate, false sense of security, will not do that again. 
(ES) Are all years doing mocks? 
All years are doing tests, only Y11 and 13 are doing official mocks.   
(PG) Going back to last year’s results progress did not look good, partly because school felt grades students came up with in 
Y7 were inflated.  Discrepancy between CAT scores and own benchmarking. Was this noticed for our present Y11? 
Pattern here for last 5/6 years. HT will look at data for present Y11.  For current Y7 and 8 the same has been noted.  School 
chooses to still run CATs in order to pick up these discrepancies.  
(PG) Did you have this discussion with the Education Advisor and how sympathetic was she? 
School was careful to point out that CATs are not used to set targets, but as a diagnostic tool.  But there is a strong pattern of 
SATS results that do not match what we see when the children arrive.  It was noted that Ofsted’s national report came out 
yesterday and the primary school curriculum was in firing line.  Y6 is cramming children with testing skills without embedding 
core skills. Ofsted approve of this school’s wide curriculum. 
HT recommended all Governors read the report by Amanda Speilman, new Head of Ofsted, who says curriculum and 
learning is as important as test scores and the new framework out in 2019 will be shaped by that.  HT feels the school’s 
Ofsted inspectors knew this report was coming and it contributed to the Good rating. 
AB noted that primary schools are being held more to account on this, especially with more becoming Academies.  HT 
agreed that Ofsted outcomes are starting to show that although data is still the most important indicator it is now not the only 
one relevant when determining an outcome. 
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4.4 SEN/Safeguarding portfolio report: 
PG recommends we adopt the latest SEND policy. 
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HT noted that the Safeguarding Policy is due for review, which will be done once the Devon County Guidance is finalised. HT  
4.5 Curriculum portfolio report: 

PG welcomed John Roles who has joined the ethos group.  Do we get a report from the ethos group? 
Joe Matthews to chair, and HT has asked for a copy of the report. 
IS noted that the Sex Education Policy needs revising re. race and transgender.  HT will contact Graham Hill and Joe 
Matthews about this. 
HT confirmed that it has been agreed that weekly science hours will be reduced from seven to six, two hours for each 
subject, and the extra hour is to go into English Literature, which needs the time.  HT confirmed the English department have 
the staffing to cover this. 

 
 
 

HT 

  

 Other Reports    
4.6 Finance: 

Finance portfolio to include a ‘main points’ box at top of minutes. 
The report was discussed and it was agreed that in future the accounts would be sent out with the minutes, rather than being 
included in the minutes. 
AB noted that these are the Academy Trust’s accounts rather than the Academy’s, and if this was a Trust with more than one 
Academy the accounts would probably not go to the LGB. 
HT noted that the published minutes of another school simply say, ‘matter was discussed and NOTED’.  Did not publish the 
details of the discussion.  Possibly a good way forward. 
(ES) Perhaps better to have transparency? 
It was not for everything, just for lengthy items. 

 
 

SB 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.7 Premises: 
AB noted that most of the meeting was about new building - site security, invacuation and evacuation plans.  Discussion of 
Health & Safety walks and the classroom checklist.  Decision to simplifying the classroom checklist to an email to staff asking 
for any concerns in their immediate working environment.  Julie McCarthy is going to do this.   
(PG) Do we need a similar one for the environment as a whole, not just the classrooms? 
This is a H&S walk, regularly undertaken by Margaret Holman.  AB noted one has not been carried out for a while and will 
follow this up. 
(PG) Did the new building stand up to the storms? 
Yes, the only problem was a Western Power hut on site blew apart, but all else has withstood the weather. 
Problem with a blocked drain, caused by rubble, which has been dealt with.  Issues with rooms being dry, affecting eyes.  
This has diminished as things have gone up on the walls.  Humidity is low in the building, in the 40s.  Heating is being 
checked this weekend as some radiators not working.  HT noted that it is advantageous having a phased project as BAM are 
on site, and react very quickly to any problems.  BAM have been very good. 
(AB) There was a concern over one of the doors on the ground floor being used as a shortcut? 
It has now been agreed that the fire escape door can be used by students as it shortens the walk to art and DT and avoids 
jams at the front door at the end of the day. 
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No meeting held. 
Admissions policy – JS and HT confirmed their approval of it.  
HT reported that Beaford Arts are going to use St Christopher’s Hall for their outreach project.  On 8th May Norwegian Dance 
Co run workshops for our children followed by a performance.  They took photos which may appear in Beaford Arts brochure. 
Also had sidekicks from Russell Howard’s Good News performing to the children here.   
(JS) Do you charge for these things? 
Yes, they will be charged a hiring rate.  There are also more football clubs wanting to use the sports hall.  It is all great for the 
town. 
(ES) How will the revenue be used? 
Most likely a sinking fund for maintenance of bleacher seats, sports hall flooring etc. Ringfenced for general maintenance. 
AB noted that a building development plan is being put together. 

 Further main focus – Headteacher’s Report     
4.9 PG thanked HT for an open and honest report, in particular about the disappointment in grades.  PG explained to GKS that 

attainment was higher than ever, despite low grades.  School on right trajectory. 
The DfE visitor regarded it as a blip, and talked a lot about the coastal factor.  There was discussion of the town being not 
only coastal but also rural/isolated.  HT noted that despite school’s various Good ratings in inspections it must keep pushing. 
HT noted that Y11 have been given too much reassurance and support in the past and instead need to be helped to help 
themselves.  Students perhaps felt that by attending revisions sessions in school they were prepared for that subject, without 
the need to study further independently.  
AB noted that his own children have commented that while they are taught the subject well, they were not taught actual 
question answering skills needed in exams. 
HT noted that knowledge acquisition is very important as students can only be flexible in application of knowledge if they 
have it in the first place.  Exam technique is important, as well as knowing how to revise effectively for each subject. 
JS commented that while the report makes it clear that students are not working as well outside of school, the data does not 
make this clear to him.  HT explained that behaviour scores are mostly 4 and above, but homework scores are lower.  
Students are behaving and working well in lessons, but not so much at home.   
PG noted that homework used to be included under the ATL score but is now reported on separately. 
HT said that there will be a big push on homework as well as making time in lessons count.  
(ES) Is this message getting to parents? 
The message has gone out by letter, at parents’ evenings and on social media.  HT and RR also called/wrote to parents of 
underperforming Y11s. 
(PG) What checks are being done on the quality of homework being set? 
RR has done an analysis of how much and what is being set, and how many children and parents are logging on to Show My 
Homework.  The school’s setting of homework is better than the national average.  RR looked at types of tasks being set, 
some need refining but generally pretty good.   
ES noted that she has seen a discrepancy in the amount of homework given to each year group. 
PG noted that it is very difficult to control what children do once school has finished.  HT did comment that the library is often 
full during lunch break and after school. 
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HT noted now is the right time to start the push on homework, as behaviour and teaching and learning are now good. 
(PG) Do we have sanctions for homework not done? 
Students with low homework scores across the board are being kept back to study at lunchtime or after school.  Better than 
each teacher giving out different punishment for a child each week.  Heads of Year have also sat down with any student who 
have not been logging on to Show My Homework and gone through it with them. 
(JS) Concern was expressed last year over time staff were spending on Progress Points, so one was removed.  Is this now 
overlaid with more work marking and setting homework?  There has been a lot of staff sickness this term, are we stressing 
teachers out with additional homework requirement? 
A teacher’s job is really hard, but school are working hard to support staff.  Feedback from union meeting that staff are 
happy.  They get a reading day for exam prep or to catch up with marking, SLT do morning duty, as much meeting time as 
possible handed over to departments.  There has been a huge number of bugs, but people are also exhausted.  Now a focus 
on what is going into children’s books, to make assessing it and planning lessons easier for teachers.  January training day 
will look at live marking. 
(AB) Will all these points be fed into the Academy improvement plan? 
Decision needed as to whether plan is regularly changed or not.  It does already include similar points, e.g. middle leaders to 
discuss progress within departments before data is entered.  Improvement plan was adapted in light of the results, HT not 
keen to do it again.  PG agreed that changing the plan may not be helpful.  HT said must add to existing actions. 
IS invited HT’s comment on impact of PPI this year.  Report just written, progress was disappointing but achievement in 
basics is 11% above national average. School is -1.04 against national average for Progress 8 score, -0.28 using their CATs 
which is above national average.  54% students achieving above grade 4 in English and Maths, national average is 43%.  So 
more are actually leaving school with qualifications.  Not giving up. 
PG noted this is an ongoing SIMG focus. 
HT noted that Accelerated Reader has a disproportionately large impact on PPI student’s reading age, so the school will 
continue to use that.  In maths the highest impact strategies were small group intervention and regular numeracy practice, so 
this will be taken forward for all low achieving Y7 and 8 classes.   Numeracy Ninja has been so successful it will now be used 
with all Y7 and 8 classes. 
(PG) Do you take a reading age form Y7s when they come in? 
Yes, and accelerated reader tests regularly.  Reading ages given from latest STAR tests.  PG noticed book borrowing has 
increased.  PG requested the accelerated reader results, HT will send report.  PG would like to see current reading age 
against reading age when started at the school. 
PG commented on Y8 PIXL Edge.  HT confirmed they record their activities during tutorials.  They can access it at any time 
to log rewards trips, volunteering, learnt a new skill etc.  PG asked if all of the school could do this in the future, HT confirmed 
it will be rolled out but in line with IT capacity.  PG feels it is a very useful tool. 
PG congratulated HT on the attendance figures.  Have been above national average for some time. 
(JS) Two abbreviations he is unsure of – ASC and CSE. 
Autistic Spectrum Condition and Child Sexual Exploitation.  Clerk to add to glossary.  HT noted both are a problem in coastal 
areas. 
HT commented that staff have been great at keeping going with the school move.  Everyone is tired but have kept going. 
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PG passed on the comments of the Sixth Form students to HT, in particular the lack of support through the UCAS process.  
HT noted that Toby Collins has come into the role with a lot to catch up on and had to focus on Oxbridge candidates because 
of the early application.  He is picking up the rest now.  He is planning a personal statement day with Y12 after Easter to keep 
them on course.  HT thinks next year’s UCAS process will run very differently. 

 
 

 
 

5 Policies and Procedures    
5.1 Adopt SEND Policy – covered in item 4.4    
6 Governance     
6.1 Training for Governors: 

The skills audit is underway. 
HT noted they carry out a lot of in house training.  Would it be useful for Governors to receive the Powerpoints from these?  It 
was agreed it would be. 

 
 

HT 

  

6.2 Items from Annual Cycle: 
Data and Assessment update was embedded in HT’s report. 
Reminder to Governors that SAF and Milestones will be the focus of the next portfolio meetings. 

   

6.5 Governor competency framework: 
This will be picked up again once the position on the merge with the primary MAT is clearer. 
HT found a simple SEF for Governors and will send to all. 

 
 

HT 

  

7 Part II 
- 

   

8 Any Other Business    
8.1 Suggestions box – OS was not in attendance to report any suggestions. 

PG mentioned training courses to GKS, ES explained what the course involved. 
Clerk distributed terms dates for 2018/19.  Terms dates were further circulated by clerk by email on 10th January 2018, 
confirming dates and advising of their publication. 

   

8.2 Future Dates: 
Dates for meetings had been updated and circulated.  SB to pass to GKS. 

 
SB 

 
03/01 

 

 Meeting Closed: 7:00 pm    
Date/Time of Next Meeting: 1st February 2018, 5pm Location: Conference Room 
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